
The role of contrast in the distributional restrictions on Japanese palatalized consonants

The distribution of palatalized consonants (PCs) in Japanese is limited to certain vowel con-
texts: they never appear before /i/ or /e/. In this talk, I present evidence that their occurrence
is also conditioned by their place and the length of the following vowel. I propose a Disper-
sion Theoretic analysis (Flemming 1995) arguing that the restrictions are driven by the need to
eliminate perceptually weak contrasts such as /kjW/ vs. /ki/ and /bjW:/ vs. /bi:/. The analysis
gives a unified account of the place-based restriction and the length-based restriction.

PCs are most often found in the Sino-Japanese lexicon (Labrune 2012). All 2335 monomor-
phemic roots containing PCs were extracted from a Sino-Japanese dictionary (Todo et al. 2010).
Table 1 shows the number of roots sorted by consonants and following vowels. As can be seen,
PCs before /W/ are much rarer than those before /W:/, except for sibilant fricatives. Addition-
ally, palatalized labials /bj/ and /mj/ are restricted even before /W:/. Thus, the data suggest
that the form /CjW/ is generally marked compared to /CjW:/, and the form /BjW:/ (palatalized
labials followed by a long /W:/) is also marked compared to other /CjW:/ forms.

The markedness of the form /CjW/ can also be noted in loanword adaptation and casual
speech. Even though /CjW/ is generally allowed in borrowings, substitution of /CjW/ with /Ci/
is common in some lexical items. (e.g. community |k@mjun@ti| → /komjWniti:/∼/kominiti:/.
See Table 2 for additional data.) In casual speech, even palatalized sibilant fricatives followed
by /W/, that look otherwise exempt from the restriction, can undergo the same substitution
process. (e.g /sjWzjWtW/∼/sizjWtW/ ‘surgery’. See Labrune 2012.)

One might attribute this fact to diachronic factors. Since many PCs were formed via a
historical sound change */CiW/ > /CjW:/ involving compensatory lengthening (Labrune 2012),
the rarity of /CjW/ could be a mere lexical gap. This, however, does not explain why the degree
of the restriction varies depending on consonantal place or why /CjW/ is sometimes avoided in
loans which usually tolerate it. I argue that the factor in the skewed distributions is neutralization
of the contrast between /CjW/ and /Ci/ as well as the contrast between /BjW:/ and /Bi:/.

The production of PCs involves a primary articulation with simultaneous raising and
fronting of the tongue body, which can overlap with the production of adjacent vowels (see
Kochetov 2004). These gestures could potentially affect the perception of following vowels, es-
pecially in the case of a short /W/. Not only does tongue fronting raise the F2 of the vowel but
also the formant transition realized on the vowel shortens the steady state which characterizes
the vowel quality. This can result in misperception of /W/ as /i/, and hence neutralization of
/CjW/ to /Ci/. Thus, /CjW/ is restricted in the lexicon due to its perceptual similarity to /Ci/.
On the other hand, if the following vowel is a long /W:/, there is longer duration of the steady
state to serve as a cue to /W:/. This helps maintain the contrast between /CjW:/ and /Ci(:)/.

Why then, are palatalized labials restricted not only before [W] but also before [W:]? Besides
the fact that they are cross-linguistically rare, they also have special gestural properties: palatal-
ization on labials tends to be realized as a palatal off-glide (Bhat 1978). Kochetov (2004) argues
that this is motivated by perceptual enhancement. It is hard for listeners to perceive a palatal
gesture articulated simultaneously with a labial because the labial gesture masks the acoustic
effects of the tongue movement. Thus, palatalization is delayed in order to enhance the contrast
between a palatalized labial and a plain labial (e.g. /pja/ [pja] vs. /pa/ [pa]). However, this can
bring about yet another risk of neutralization, as a delayed palatalization gesture yields further
F2 raising and shortening of the steady state of the following vowel. I propose that /Bj/ is
restricted even before /W:/ because /BjW:/ cannot maintain its perceptual distinctiveness from
/Bi:/ due to a delayed palatalization and its effects on identification of the following vowel.

Why /sjW/ and /zjW/ are exempt from the restriction is explained as follows. Sibilant frica-
tives contain not only relatively strong cue to their own place (Wright 2004) but also acoustic
information of their following vowels, especially the F2 (Soli 1981). This will help maintain
the contrast between /sjW/ [CW] and /si/ [Ci]. That is, palatalized sibilant fricatives can excep-
tionally stand before a short [W] as the contrast of the type /sjW/ vs. /si/ is robust.
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Sibilant /sj/ [C] 124 (115) 107 (90) 267 (374) 205 (106) 99 (116)
fricatives /zj/ [ý], [dý] 59 (60) 44 (47) 161 (195) 95 (55) 61 (60)
Others /tj/ [tC] 23 (32) 30 (26) 117 (106) 7 (30) 50 (32)

/kj/ [kj] 38 (47) 41 (37) 185 (152) 0 (43) 62 (47)
/gj/ [gj] 14 (11) 13 (12) 73 (48) 0 (13) 2 (12)
/nj/ [nj], [ñ] 8 (12) 6 (10) 47 (40) 0 (11) 24 (12)
/Rj/ [Rj] 16 (21) 19 (17) 77 (68) 1 (19) 33 (21)
/hj/ [ç] 27 (14) 4 (11) 66 (47) 1 (13) 3 (15)

Labials /bj/ [bj] 7 (7) 0 (7) 53 (29) 0 (8) 2 (9)
/mj/ [mj] 19 (9) 0 (7) 43 (30) 0 (8) 2 (9)
total 2335

Table 1: Number of roots containing palatalized consonants in Todo et al. (2001) sorted by
vowel contexts. The expected number of each consonant-vowel sequence is given in parenthe-
ses. Typical phonetic realizations are provided next to the phonemic forms.

Source forms Adapted forms
‘simulation’ |sImj@leIS@n| /simjWRe:sjoð/ (10,400,000)

/simire:sjoð/ (6,730,000)
also /sjWmiRe:sjoð/ (2,120,000)

‘communication’ |k@mjun@keIS@n| /komjWnike:sjoð/ (33,800,000)
/kominike:sjoð/ (625,000)

‘community’ |k@mjun@ti| /komjWniti:/ (77,900,000)
/kominiti:/ (329,000)

‘figure skate(-ing)’ |fIgjÄskeIt| /figjWasWke:to/ (2,990,000)
/figiasWke:to/ (671,000)

‘manual’ |mænju@l| /manjWaRW/ (24,300,000)
/maniaRW/ (306,000)

‘Machu Pichu’ |machupichu| /matjWpitjW/ (554,000)
/matipitjW/ (4,900)

‘bustier (Fr.)’ |bystje| /bjWsWtje/ (9,080)
/bisWtje/ (809,000)

Table 2: /CjW/∼/Ci/ variation in loanword adaptation. The numbers of web hits on Google
(February 2014) are given in parentheses. The search was conducted using the katakana or-
thography.
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